
Our mission is to enable parents to lead a dynamic, fun and active lifestyle.
Gain peace of mind knowing your child's special needs are cared for with clinical 
and ergonomic support for the best start in life!

Clinical care with style

MODULAR CONFIGURATION

Delivers an optimal seated position so the 
child can engage in functional activities.

Provides specific fine-tuned seating 
requirements for a perfect setup for  
the individual user. 

Provides quality postural management 
with modular accessories that can 

be added and removed depending on 
specific needs.

Observes internationally 
recognised clinical and 
therapeutic practices for 
disabled or handicapped 
children.

Ability to be simple  
or complex depending 
on user needs.

Depending on what needs the child has,  
the seat can be easily configured.

SMOOTH TILT

Tilt range from 90° to 40°. Unique 
function is an integrated part of the seat 
so regardless of what base you choose, 
the seating position is maintained as 
the therapist intends. Mechanism is 
amalgamated into seat unit so there  
are less moving parts.

Recline can be positioned and locked at 
any position 90° to 160°. Ergonomic and 
biomechanical system that reduces skin 
shear when in use.

BACK SUPPORT RECLINE
Clinical advantages

Stroller

Code Seat 
Depth

Seat 
Width

Lower Leg 
Length

Backrest 
Height

Shoulder 
Strap Height

Backrest 
Recline

Trunk  
Lateral Width 

Seat  
Tilt-In-Space

Max Seat 
Load

2006-0010-500 13-30 cm 13-27 cm 14-28 cm 45-58 cm 24-39 cm 90-160° 12-25 cm 0-40° 25 kg

Discovery™

• Provides a stable surface to facilitate normal movement patterns which are
essential to promote function.

• Modular seating accessories provide postural management that is essential
to prevent, accommodate or correct skeletal deformities, and normalise tone.

• Active combination of the seating functions includes tilt, 
elevating legrest and reclining backrest. These manage
pressure, promote comfort and relaxation, enhance
automatic nervous system function, decrease fatigue
and promote increased tolerance of the desired posture.

• The seating unit combined with Verve base, modular
accessories and restraints makes Discovery a premium
stroller that promotes stabilisation of the pelvis and
trunk, allows the hands and upper extremities to be free, 
facilitates the manipulation of objects and increases
learning opportunities and interaction with the infant’s
environment.

CLINICAL EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS



Fun Family Time
Hi-Lo Indoor Base*
Choose up or down with this hi-lo feeding and activity base

Manual: 2006-0016-000
Electric: 2006-0018-000

Relax & Rest
Moon Rock*
Stimulation base to put 
the fun into sitting

2006-0014-000

Learn & Play
Lunar*
Interact with friends with 
this adjustable base

2006-0013-000

Explore
Verve
Look smart outdoors with this ultra-stylish, 
lightweight stroller

2006-0040-000

All covers are removable, machine washable 
and promote air circulation keeping the child 
cool and dry. Optional wipe down covers 
available.

Removable covers

Functions with true biomechanical 
movement with pivot located near the knee. 
Adjustment knob is located at rear of seat to 
ensure there are no harmful parts between 
the child and the footrest.

Footplate elevation

The height adjustable back support with 
padded lateral supports provides stability 
and comfort. Optional sacral pad can be 
added to the padding to encourage an 
optimum pelvis position.

Back Support

One seat, many applications
Discovery™

SPEX DISCOVERY STROLLER

*Find more information and details on these Discovery indoor bases 
in the Indoor Seating section (page 35).

Strollers



Verve has a stunning style for exploring indoor and outdoor spaces and places. 
Verve is light weight, easy to manoeuvre and fold. The simple but unique 
mounting system allows the Discovery seat to be mounted in a forward or a rear 
facing position.

Sleek urban styling 
with four wheels

Feather-light handling in single 
or inline mode

Dual front wheel 
suspension 
system with 
airless tyres

Ultra-adaptable, 
compact, auto-lock fold 

that stands upright

Forward or rear facing
The seat can be installed 
to face the carer or face 
the world!

Slick urban design

Verve Base

One or two!

Handle brake at fingertips

If you are planning to have another child 
or already have one, the Verve Base has a 
sibling seat accessory available to enable 
the carer to push two children. Under no 
circumstances should the second seat  
be used in a motor vehicle.

Push button in-handle braking system 
to stop and go with ease. 6 position 
adjustable handle height.

OCEAN

CALYPSO

MANGO

CHILLI

INK BLACK
Wipedown Cover

Push handle height: 77 – 109cm
Frame width: 65cm
Frame length: 93cm
Front wheel diameter: 23.5cm
Rear wheel diameter: 30cm
Folded size: L84 x W65 x H31cm
Weight (wheels incl.): 12.5kg
Maximum load of main seat: 25kg
Maximum load of sibling seat: 15kg
Maximum load of Verve: 55kg

Discovery™

VERVE BUGGY SPECS

-022

-060

-028

-030

-209

CLINICAL EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS



Footplate can be 
inverted if required and 
a different neoprene 
cover applied

SPEX DISCOVERY STROLLER

SPEX DISCOVERY ACCESSORIES

Accessories

• Inline functionality for go-anywhere style
• Sunhood and seat liner included
• Seat reclines for a snoozy baby!
• Safety tested to a maximum weight 

capacity of 25kg
• All weather protection with Verve double 

storm cover and double sun cover

COMPACT FOLDED SIZE

When folded, the frame is very compact. It 
can be locked for easy handling and the rear 
wheels are removable for better storage.

TRANSPORT CERTIFIED

When mounted on the Verve base, Spex 
Discovery complies with ISO 7176-19 for 
safe transportation in vehicles.

FUN & FRIENDLY
Parents will be empowered to enjoy life with 
Discovery’s non-medical appearance.

Discovery™

BENEFITS

Cushion Options
Standard flat & Adjustable 
modular postural cushion
2006-0611-XXX

Head Supports
Adjustable: 2006-4460-XXX
Occipital: 2006-4101
Standard Lateral: 2006-4210
Extended Lateral: 2006-4301

Limb Stabilisers
Feet: 2006-6060-000
Ankle: 2006-6151-000

5-Point Harness
Infant (on tee pad) 
2006-6551-000

Hip/Femur Control
Hip guides & Thigh guides, 
pommel 
2006-1010-XXX

Sternum Harness 
Not suitable for use  
with gastronomy tubes
2006-6751-027

Tray Options
Tray Table: 2006-7110-000
Padded Top: 2006-7450-000
Grab Rail: 2006-7510-000

Shoulder Harnesses
Shoulder/Crotch Strap: 2006-6516-027
Centrepoint Harness: 2006-6660-017

Trunk Supports
Size 1 Teardrop: 2006-3110-XXX
Size 2 Teardrop: 2006-3120-XXX
Contoured: 2006-3030-XXX

Support Pads
Sacral pad: 2006-2510-100
Shoulder protraction wedge: 
2006-2750-000

Sun Canopy (inc. in std. package)
Seat mount (for forward  
& rear facing)

Sibling Seat
2006-8670-000

Weather Gear
Rain cover single: 2006-7620-000
Rain cover double: 2006-7622-000
UV shade single: 2006-7720-000
UV shade double: 2006-7722-000

Footplate Options
Dorsiflex wedge: 2006-5330-
000
Neoprene protection cover:
(Standard) 2006-5305-000
(Extended) 2006-5335-000

Pelvic Straps
2-point: 2006-6251-027
4-point: 2006-6420-027

Strollers




